An affordable digital eye
chart solution.
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The image on the front cover is the first of three installations of the
Digital Eye Chart at The Vision Center of Jackson, Wyoming (two
exam lanes and a pre-exam room). Enhance your patient's
experience with a high tech alternative to projectors or paper charts.
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Digital Eye Chart
3103 Sandstone Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
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Chart Type:
Select Red/Green,
Fixation, Four dot,

Control:
Show all, Blank all, and
darken background

Choose Symbol Type:

Select Acuity:

Letters
Numbers
Symbols
Tumbling E's
Rolling C's

Use menu to select an
acuity or a set of 3 acuity
rows to display

Many display options and chart types are included. Standard acuity
and Red/Green charts are available with Letters, Numbers, Tumbling
E's, Rolling C's, and Pictures, as well as, fixation, four dot, and
astigmatism charts. Use the customizable slide show for promotions,
education, and entertainment. If you need a different chart, let us
know. Calibration Assistant (see bottom left) makes setup very easy.

Toggle Row:
Turn a row off and on.

Single Letter:
Click on any letter to show only
one letter.

One Row Only:
Display this row only

Randomize:
Randomize the chart
with one click.

One Click Blank:
Darken the chart to reduce
illumination in the exam room.
Return to chart by clicking again.

The doctor's laptop display has a control window with simple

buttons and menu controls for controlling the chart the patient
views on a wall mounted monitor. The doctor can easily check the
patient's response without turning or interpreting the mirrored
image on a projector screen. No more complicated, clumsy remote
controls. Enjoy more contrast and less jitter than a projector.

The Digital Eye Chart is ideal for offices using paperless patient
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records because it can use the same computer. Even with the
purchase of a laptop or tablet, the Digital Eye Chart is less costly
than purchasing a new projector.
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See www.DigitalEyeChart.com for details.

